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Abstract. In interactive case-based reasoning, it is important to present a small number of important cases and
problem features to the user at one time. This goal is difficult to achieve when large case bases are commonplace
in industrial practice. In this paper we present our solution to the problem by highlighting the interactive user-
interface component of theCaseAdvisor system. InCaseAdvisor, decision forests are created in real time to
help compress a large case base into several small ones. This is done by merging similar cases together through a
clustering algorithm. An important side effect of this operation is that it allows up-to-date maintenance operations
to be performed for case base management. During the retrieval process, an information-guided subsystem can then
generate decision forests based on users’ current answers obtained through an interactive process. Possible questions
to the user are carefully analyzed through information theory. An important feature of the system is that case-base
maintenance and reasoning are integrated in a seamless whole. In this article we present the system architecture,
algorithms as well as empirical evaluations.
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1. Introduction

Case-based reasoning (CBR), representing a new gen-
eration of expert system technology, relies on the re-
trieval, reuse, and revision of stored cases. Detailed
descriptions of the technology can be found in books
written by Kolodner [1], Leake [2], Watson [3] and
Lenz et al. [4]. Research has been conducted in vari-
ous sub-fields of CBR [5–10]. Industrial success can be
found through many fielded applications by companies
such as Inference Corporation (http://www.inference.
com).

In this paper, we focus on applying interactive CBR
to help desk applications. In a case-based reasoning
system, each case is a combination of a problem de-
scription and a solution. The case base is organized to
allow for efficient real-time retrieval. Once retrieved, a

user can adapt the case through simple modifications to
solve their problem. In help desk applications, for ex-
ample, a customer provides information about the par-
ticular problems they are encountering. Thecustomer
service representatives(CSR’s) who operate the help
desk system enter the customer’s information into the
system. Case-based reasoning is then employed to re-
trieve similar problem cases, each with a recommended
course of action. Using the courses of action suggested
for similar problems as a guideline for problem solving,
the CSR can make recommendations to the customer.
At Simon Fraser University, we have developed a CBR
system calledCaseAdvisor for problem diagnosis
in the help desk domain.

In the application ofCaseAdvisor to a cable-
TV domain, a particular problem has captured our
attention. In a typical application, the case-base size
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increases with alarming rate, making it more and more
difficult for a CSR to retrieve the right case in a short
amount of time. A large case base containing many
cases is difficult to maintain. A user may find it diffi-
cult to focus on the right case and problem feature in
real time.

In this paper, we present our solution to the prob-
lem. InCaseAdvisor, decision forests are created in
real time to help compress a large case base into sev-
eral small ones. This is done by merging similar cases
together through a novel clustering algorithm. An im-
portant side effect of this operation is that it allows
up-to-date maintenance operations to be performed for
case base management. During the retrieval process, an
information-guided subsystem can then generate deci-
sion forests based on users’ current answers obtained
through an interactive process. Action steps are sug-
gested to the user in an incremental manner, and the re-
sults of the actions are used to formulate the next ques-
tions and suggestions. Possible questions to the user are
carefully analyzed through information theory. An im-
portant feature of the system is that case-base mainte-
nance and reasoning are integrated in a seamless whole.

The organization of the article is as follows. We first
introduce the basic case-based reasoning problem do-
main and the particular problem we face (Section 2).
We then introduce our general solution which consists
of an interaction model (Section 2). We present our
detailed algorithms next, including the density-based
clustering algorithm (Section 3) and a decision-forest
creation algorithm (Section 4). We present our experi-
mental results in Section 5 and the system architecture
in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the article with a
discussion of future work in Section 7.

2. Problem Statement

In this section we present an overview of the diagnosis
problem domain through a cable-TV diagnosis exam-
ple, and present our initial interactive CBR design. We
pay special attention to the underlying domain char-
acteristics which motivate the interaction model pre-
sented later in the article.

2.1. Cable-TV Diagnosis and Initial
CaseAdvisor Design

A critical problem in the help desk industry today is
to provide high-quality customer support at a reason-

able cost. Customer service is a knowledge-intensive
task, often provided by CSRs who receive varying lev-
els of training and documentation. For example, a typ-
ical cable-TV company call-center help desk, which
is capable of receiving calls from across the country,
handles tens of thousands of calls per month. Approx-
imate costs to diagnose and resolve a customer’s prob-
lem over the telephone may be in the neighborhood of
several dollars per call, while the cost of dispatching
technical service personnel to a customer site may cost
in excess of over ten times higher.

The high differential between the cost of resolving
customer problems over the telephone versus in per-
son provides strong motivation for the development
of knowledge-based decision-support systems that can
help a service oriented company reduce it’s “truck roll
rate” as well as improve customer service quality and
reduce training costs. By encoding most of the knowl-
edge about the domain in a case-based system, sugges-
tions for solutions to customers’ problems can be given
more effectively in real time. In addition to providing
solutions to problems, the system can also provide com-
puterized training appropriate for new technical service
representatives and for new services provided by the
industry.

Several domain characteristics motivated the devel-
opment of theCaseAdvisor system, a case-based
reasoning system that has a Web interface. First, the
help desk domain is knowledge intensive. Much of
the knowledge and experience of a technical service
representative is built up over time through the direct
experience of working through and trouble-shooting
numerous customer problems. A large portion of this
knowledge is in the form of electronic user manuals,
flow charts and schematic diagrams.

Second, the help desk domain also requires real time
interactive response. This task is becoming increas-
ingly difficult because CSRs are usually faced with a
high call volume, an increasing variety and complexity
of customer problems, and a general need to provide
prompt cost-effective service to their customers. This
is especially true in light of emerging competition in
the help-desk industry and the introduction of new ser-
vices. In the case of cable-TV companies, services such
as Internet access and digital TV are being introduced;
likewise, telephone companies are introducing cable-
TV services.

Third, the majority of the research in case-based rea-
soning has concentrated on cases with well-defined fea-
tures. These cases have a relational structure, where
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each feature is more or less a field in a relational
database. In reality, however, formulating a case into a
structured format requires extensive knowledge engi-
neering. For a given domain, the user has to first de-
termine the important features to use to represent each
case. Then a decision has to be made on the type of val-
ues for each feature. The process of authoring knowl-
edge in this feature-value format requires extensive
maintenance when a new feature is discovered and in-
serted, or when an existing feature becomes irrelevant.

Based on these observations, we concluded that
the target case-based reasoning system must provide
highly efficient interactive real-time problem solving
capability. The representation of the cases must allow
both well-defined attributes and semi-structured prob-
lem descriptions. We have observed that a CBR sys-
tem is similar to an AI real-time planning system. The
system first makes an initial judgment on the problem
categorization in order to focus on a problem area. The
CSR then solves the problem for a customer by repeat-
edly listening to a user’s description of the problem
symptoms, and then suggesting action sequences for
the user to follow. If, in the course of the interaction,
the CSR determines that the problem area is incorrect,
a fast recourse must be provided to backtrack to another
problem area to work on.

In industrial practice, a majority of the case bases
come directly from either unstructured text documents,
which are scanned in, or end-users’ verbal descriptions.
These cases may have generic features such asproblem
descriptionandproblem solution, each containing nat-
ural language texts that can serve as keywords for case
indexing. The representation of a case is as follows:

KeywordsKeywords are short descriptions of the case
which can be used in fuzzy string matching with the
users initial free-form English text input.

Questions(Attributes) These are the features in a typ-
ical case represented in relational form. The ques-
tions with multiple choice answers provide an in-
dexing mechanism for logarithmic time retrieval of
the cases. Questions are also referred to as features
or attributes in the CBR or database literature. We

Table 1. Question/answer example in the cable-TV domain.

Question name Answer1 Answer2 Answer3

Q1: What type of problem? VCR recording No sound Remote control or converter

Q2: Which channels have the problem? Pay TV All

use “questions” and “attributes” synonymously in
this paper.

Case DescriptionThis is a more detailed textual de-
scription of the case used to confirm the general prob-
lem area. A CSR will use this description to confirm
that the problem being diagnosed indeed falls into the
intended problem category. Multimedia representa-
tion is supported for this field, where a hyper-link can
be provided using HTML to any HTML compatible
image, video or audio data format.

Case SolutionThe case solution provides a solution to
the case in either textual format or any multimedia
format.

Tables 1 and 2 show an example case base representa-
tion for the cable-TV domain.

Using this case representation, it is now possible to
provide a solution guideline in solving a problem. In a
typical scenario, a customer representative receives a
phone call from a user who reports a problem. In re-
sponse, the CSR enters a short description of the prob-
lem in English. The system replies by returning a set of
likely cases associated with questions. The responses
to these questions are used to further rank the retrieved
cases.

At this point, a user can open a case up to look at
its more detailed descriptions. Multimedia presenta-
tion provides cues for the user to solve the target prob-
lem. The first use of the system is through its function
as an advisor. Figure 1 shows an example of problem
resolution in action. The arrows in the figure illustrate
the workflow of the aforementioned problem resolution
process. As can be seen, a CSR first enters a problem
description to identify the context of problem solving.
A collection of initial cases are then retrieved which
match the partial description; these cases serve as the
candidate pool for subsequent problem solving. Ques-
tions (problem attributes) that are associated with the
candidate cases are then presented to the CSR, who
in turn asks the customers on the phone to provide an-
swers, in order to further distinguish between the cases.
The process iterates until correct cases are eventually
identified.
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Table 2. Example cable-TV case base, where the questions Q1 and Q2 refer to the same questions in Table 1. Keywords are
not shown due to lack of space.

Case ID Description Q1 Q2 Solution

1 VCR is not taping the VCR recording Check TV/VCR switch, etc.
required channels

2 VCR plus problems VCR recording Replug VCR-Starlink connection

3 Hong Kong TV will not work VCR recording Re-tune TV set,. . .
with VCR or converter

4 Pay TV hook-up problem VCR recording Pay TV Display correct hook-ups. . .

5 VCR hook-up problem VCR recording Pay TV Tune VCR hook-ups. . .

6 No stereo sound No sound No stereo sound volume audio

7 No sound/poor sound No sound All Connect directly to TV. . .

8 Starlink remote control problems Remote control or converter Replace battery. . .

9 Converter hookup problems Remote control or converter Try connect directly to TV. . .

10 Remote control skips channels Remote control or converter Enter the actual channel number. . .

Figure 1. Case retrieval example and workflow in an initial interactive model ofCaseAdvisor.

2.2. Motivation: Interactive Problem Solving
through a Decision Forest

We applied theCaseAdvisor system to field test-
ing in Rogers Cablesystems Ltd., the largest cable-TV
company in Canada. We are especially interested in
testing its ability in real-time problem resolution by
many CSR’s in the cable-TV call-center environment.

Initially when the case base is small and focused, the re-
sult is encouraging; many CSR’s can easily find what
they look for in the case base. However, as the ap-
plication progresses, an important issue of case base
maintenance presents itself acutely.

In particular, we have observed that the size of the
case base increases at a very rapid rate, caused both by
the addition of new cases and cases that are produced
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by continual tweaking of existing cases. For example,
when a new Internet service is introduced, there is a
need to introduce new cases that address this problem.
Likewise, cases that represent variations of an approach
to solving a particular problem may generate cases that
overlap by a large amount but also differ in important
ways. When the number of cases is large, the questions
that must be presented to the user increase dramatically,
making the system unusable as a real-time problem
solving tool.

A second issue is that case-based diagnosis is not a
one-shot process. It involves a process in which a CSR
incrementally narrows down the cause of a problem
and provides solutions. Throughout a problem solving
session, a CSR first determines the problem solving
context by asking a few general questions. These an-
swers will allow the CSR to retrieve a candidate set
of cases. An interactive problem solving session then
proceeds in which the CSR suggests a next action to
perform and the customer reports back the findings.
This repeats until a plausible cause for the problem is
determined.

These two observations prompted us to adopt the
following approach in improving theCaseAdvisor
system. After the CSR determines the problem solving
context through initial questioning, a candidate set of
cases, a subset of the entire case base, will be deter-
mined. Then an efficient clustering algorithm will be
applied to partition the candidate cases into case clus-
ters; each cluster corresponds to abstract versions of
the cases under it. Common questions are extracted for
each cluster, and the “important” questions are selected
and presented to the user. Since in our case represen-
tation, a question (attribute) maynot be relevant to all
cases, therefore more than one important question may
be selected and presented to the user. This produces
not one decision tree, but adecision forest. The user
chooses among these questions to answer, and the case
clusters are correspondingly ranked. Then the user may
decide to retrieve a case from any cluster using a CBR
tool that does not cluster cases.

The above case-retrieval process can be divided into
the following interactive model:

• The first phase is a case clustering process. In this
phase a partition will be constructed that distin-
guish the cases into groups. We discuss this phase
in Section 3.
• The second phase is a case-cluster ranking process.

In this phase a subset of questions are selected and
presented to the user in order to quickly narrow down

to the best candidate case clusters. At each step of this
phase a decision forest is created and the questions
associated with the roots are presented to the user for
answering. We discuss this phase in Section 4.
• The third phase, the final phase, is a traditional case

retrieval process in which the retrieval is performed
within a single cluster or the union of a small number
of clusters.

Besides this process, the user can always backtrack to
a previous level and answer a question in a different
way.

To support real-time problem solving, our system
must satisfy the following requirements. First, the case
clustering algorithm must be efficient enough to permit
real-time processing of the cases. Second, the decision
forest must be efficient to generate, and the questions
(attributes) selected must be able to cover the entire
set of case clusters when any particular question (at-
tribute) may not have values for all clusters. Third, the
questions selected by the system must have high differ-
ential power to allow the CSR to quickly differentiate
between different clusters. In what follows, we will ex-
plain the detailed algorithm for building case clusters
and then building decision forests from these clusters.
We will also present empirical tests to support the fea-
sibility of our approach.

2.3. Related Work

Our work is closely related to case base memory or-
ganization, and case base maintenance for large-scale
case base reasoning. When a case base is large, there
is a need to organize cases hierarchically so that only
some small subset of cases needs to be considered dur-
ing retrieval. This subset has to have the best matching
cases in it. There are some inductive clustering meth-
ods [11–13] and neural network methods [14]. Induc-
tive clustering methods usually look for similar cases
and then form groups based on the similarity. Neural
networks take advantage of the network model, and
uses the feedback from case usage to update the net-
work indexes. Among the criteria for guiding the parti-
tioning, some of them focus on dividing the groups to
roughly the same sizes, while others cluster on sets
of features that are shared among large number of
items.

The above approaches produce various kinds of hier-
archical structures for the case base. A major advantage
of hierarchical methods is that hierarchical memory
makes retrieval more efficient than flat retrieval, given
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that the criteria for building the hierarchy and the re-
lation being searched for are tightly coupled together.
It does have its disadvantage in that adding cases to a
case base required work. When a flat memory is used,
cases are added to a list. With a hierarchical case-base
structure, cases must be placed in the right place in the
network as they are added. In addition, the network
requires more space itself. The added costs are out-
weighed by retrieval benefits, since space often is not
expensive.

Memory organization corresponds to one kind of
case base maintenance. One branch of research has
focused on the ongoing maintenance of case-base in-
dices through training and case base usage [15–18].
Another branch of research has focused on maintain-
ing the overall competence of the case base during case
deletion [19–23]. Surveys of this field can be found in
[24] and [3]. Compared with the above approaches, we
observe that while it is important to maintain structures
in a large case base through case base maintenance, it is
also important to support the interactive nature of real-
time CBR application. The best combination might be
to integrate case base maintenance and interactive re-
trieval in a seamless whole. Indeed, this is the approach
taken by our work.

In addition to case base maintenance, many re-
searchers have worked on the speed of CBR retrieval
problems through improvements on case-base indexing
and optimality of nearest neighbor algorithms [25–27].
Our work differs from theirs in that we focus on how
to help a user to identify the right case using an intel-
ligent user interface algorithm, given that cases have
been retrieved already.

The interactive issue we attack here is a difficult one,
because there are oftentoo manycases that are similar
to the one given in the initial problem description. Our
system provides a mechanism to help a user answer
fewer questions and reach the target case sooner. In this
aspect, our work is also related to conversational CBR
of Aha and Breslow [17]. One difference is that while
Aha and Breslow compute a single decision tree to
interact with a user, we compute a decision forest. The
reason is that the case base data we deal with often come
with missing values for attributes. Thus, it is natural to
use multiple decision trees to cover a large sparse case
base rather than using a single one. Also, we have found
that using more than one decision tree provides the user
with more flexibility, because at any given time during
an interactive CBR process, the user will have more
than one question to select from.

3. Phase 1: Case Clustering using CBSCAN

In this section we present an algorithm that uses cluster
analysis to build a case base partition. The basic idea
is to apply clustering analysis to large case bases and
efficiently build natural clusters of cases based on the
density of attribute values.

In the past, many clustering techniques have been
explored by various researchers [11, 28]. We decided
to adopt a clustering algorithm that is well-known in
the literature, rather than choosing a best clustering
algorithm. In this section, we discuss one such algo-
rithm, GDBSCAN (see below), which we adapted for
our purpose.

3.1. Clustering Techniques in CBR

Clustering techniques are applicable to CBR because
each element in a case base is represented as an individ-
ual, and there is a strong notion of a distance between
different cases. In the past, some attempts in inductive
learning and neural networks have been made in apply-
ing clustering techniques to case-based reasoning [14].
The basic idea of the inductive methods is to build a
classification tree based on analysis of information gain
that are associated with each attribute or question used
to represent a case [14, 29–31].

In constructing a case clustering algorithm, the
method must be incremental and efficient. By incre-
mental we mean to be able to accommodate the arrival
of new cases without making major changes to the hi-
erarchical structure. We also require that the method
has a complexity of less thanO(n2) in time to be able
to handle large case bases of sizen.

We choose a density-based clustering method as
our basis. The density-based method is relatively ef-
ficient to execute and does not require the user to pre-
specify the number of clusters. Density-based methods
are based on the idea that it is likely that cases with the
same attributes should be grouped into one cluster. In-
tuitively, a cluster is a region that has a higher density of
points than its surrounding region. For a case, the more
cases that share the same attributes with it, the larger its
density is. The density-based method originates from a
method called GDBSCAN [32, 33], proposed for data
mining. The main feature of the algorithm is that it
relies on the density of data, so that it can discover
clusters of shapes that are unions of spheres in order to
group similar cases together.
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Figure 2. An example for GDBSCAN.

More specifically, GDBSCAN accepts a radius value
Eps(which stands forε) based on a distance measure,
and a valueMinPts for the number of minimal points.
The latter is used to determine when a cluster is con-
sidered dense. Then it iteratively computes the density
of points in an N-dimensional space, and groups the
points into clusters based on the parametersEpsand
MinPts. A main problem of GDBSCAN is that a user
must input a radius valueEpsin order to construct the
partitions. If the user is not a domain expert, it is diffi-
cult to choose the best value forEps.

We illustrate the GDBSCAN algorithm with an ex-
ample. Suppose there are six cases in a case base, rep-
resented by two attributes. The position of a pointPi

in a two-dimensional space represents the values of the
attributes, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The distance between
two cases is the dissimilarity between them. The more
similar any two cases are, the smaller their distance.

Definition 1. Given a set of casesD, the Eps-
neighbourhood of a point p is defined asNEps(p) =
{q ∈ D | dist(p,q) ≤ Eps}

In the example, if Eps is equal to the radius, then
the Eps-neighbourhood of a pointPi is the area with a
circle centered at pointPi .

If two points are connected by a “dense” region then
they are called “directly density reachable”; in this case
they should belong to the same cluster.

Definition 2. A point p isdirectly density-reachable
from a point q if

1. p ∈ NEps(q)
2. |NEps(q)| ≥ MinPts

In the example, suppose MinPts= 2, thenP4 is di-
rectly density-reachable fromP1, but P1 is not directly
density-reachable fromP2 because|NEps(P2)| = 1. So
the density-reachable relation is not symmetric. We see
also thatP1 andP5 are directly density-reachable from
P3.

Definition 3. A point p isdensity reachablefrom a
point q if there is a chain of pointsp1, p2, . . . , pn,
where p1 = q, pn = p such thatpi+1 is directly
density-reachable frompi .

In the example,P4 is density reachable fromP3 be-
causeP4 is directly density-reachable fromP1 andP1

is directly density-reachable fromP3.

Definition 4. A point p isdensity connectedto a point
q if there is a pointo such that both p and q are density
reachable fromo.

The relation is symmetric. It is easy to tell thatP3

andP4 are density connected with each other.

Definition 5. Let D be a set of points. Acluster is
a non-empty subsetC of D satisfying the following
conditions:

1. ∀p,q, if p ∈ C andq is density-reachable fromp
thenq ∈ C.

2. ∀p,q ∈ C, p is density connected to q.

In the example, there is a cluster consisting ofP1, P3,
P4, P5. HoweverP6 andP2 form clusters of their own.
GDBSCAN uses the definition of a cluster as defined
above to recursively build a partition of a database.

As mentioned above, a major drawback of GDB-
SCAN is that the user must provide an appropriateEps
value. It turns out from our experiments that choices
in EPS-values have very significant influence on the
quality of partitions. Thus, the assumption that the user
provides the best EPS values is unrealistic. In response,
we have developed a method for finding a near-optimal
Epsvalue through a local search process. We call this
new algorithmCBSCAN. CBSCAN is based on the ob-
servation that the minimum radius valueEpsis critical
in determining the quality of a partition. Thus, a local-
search algorithm is used to find a locally optimalEps
value that optimizes a certain quality measurement.
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Before introducing CBSCAN, we must first discuss
how to measure the quality of a given partition of a case
base. We use the new Condorcet criteria (NCC), which
is based on the idea that a good partition has has small
intra-cluster distances and large inter-cluster distances.
More precisely, letY be a partition; it is a set of clusters.
Y can be represented as a matrix such thatyi j = 1 if
and only if casesi and j are in the same cluster. The
quality of a partitionNCC(Y) can be represented as:

n∑
i=1

∑
j 6=i

(m− 2di j )yi j =
n∑

i=1

∑
j 6=i

Ci j ∗ yi j (1)

In this equation,n is the total number of cases,di j

is the distance between two casesi and j , m is the
number of attributes or features in a domain, and
Ci j = m− 2di j = (m− di j ) − di j is the difference
between the number of agreements between any two
elementsi, j that are in the same cluster and the num-
ber of disagreements between them. The NCC mea-
sures the quality of a partition by ensuring that it will
not favor large numbers of clusters. Therefore it can
be used as a criterion to optimize the clustering result.
For numerical attributes, the distance measures can be
modified to be categorical by discretization.

3.2. Integrating Keywords and Attributes

As noted in Section 1, the cases in case-based reason-
ing consist of two types of indexing: attribute/values
and keywords. We have so far only discussed how to
use attribute knowledge representation to perform clus-
tering. In this section we will discuss how to integrate
keywords as well as attributes in case clustering.

For categorical attributes, the distance between two
cases can be defined by the number of attributes whose
values disagree between the two cases. LetNi be the
number of attributes associated with casei , andAi j the
number of attributes that casesi and j have in common.
The similarity between casesi and j is defined as:

SA(i, j ) = Ai j√
Ni ∗ Nj

(2)

Similarly, distances between two sets of keywords as-
sociated with casesi and j can be defined as:

SK(i, j ) = A′i j√
N ′i ∗ N ′j

(3)

whereA′i j is the number of common keywords, andN ′i
is the total number of keywords in casei .

Combining these two similarity measures, we obtain
the similarity between the casei and casej as

S(i, j ) =
√

SK(i, j )2+ SA(i, j )2 (4)

To avoid favoring either attributes or keywords, a
weightθ can be introduced.θ is the weight for the key-
words and weight 1− θ is the weight for attributes. We
assume that the valueθ is defined by the domain ex-
pert. Initially, it is set to 0.5. Thus, the revised similarity
function of 4 is

S(i, j ) =
√
(θ ∗ SK(i, j ))2+ ((1− θ) ∗ SA(i, j ))2√

θ2+ (1− θ)2
(5)√

θ2+ (1− θ)2 is a constant for all the similarities be-
tween cases. Ignoring this factor, the similarity function
becomes

S(i, j ) =
√
(θ ∗ SK(i, j ))2+ ((1− θ) ∗ SA(i, j ))2

(6)

Based on the computation of similarity, we can then
define a distance functiond(i, j ) between casesi and
j to be 1/S(i, j ) whenS(i, j ) is not zero, and define
the distance to be a very large number whenS(i, j ) is
indeed zero.

3.3. The CBSCAN Algorithm for Clustering
Case Bases

We now introduce the case clustering algorithm CB-
SCAN. In our tests (not shown in this paper due to
space limitations) we know that the parameterMinPts
is not critical in the definition of density, so we arbi-
trarily setMinPtsto 2. To find a value forEpsin order
to get a good partition, we modifyEpsby observing
changes in the NCC of the resulting partitions. In CB-
SCAN,Epsis always moved toward the trend that leads
to a larger NCC value. When NCC first increases and
then decreases with the change inEpsvalue, we know
that we have passed by a locally maximal NCC point.
We then letEpsoscillate around this point until an ap-
proximateEpsvalue that produces the locally optimal
NCC value is found.

Algorithm CBSCAN( ) is described in detail in
Fig. 3. In this algorithm, the function GDBSCAN( )
returns the NCC value for the current partition. For
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Figure 3. The CBSCAN algorithm.

each case in the case base, we need to check whether it
is dense. This process is repeatedm times, so the total
time for this algorithm is, in fact,O(m ∗ n ∗ logn).

3.4. Partitioning a Case Base using CBSCAN

After a large case base is partitioned, smaller case bases
are formed with a collection of case clusters; we call
them theCC’s (case clusters). EachCChas a case base
name and a list of keywords. The case name is a descrip-
tion of the cases in theCC. The keywords are a set of
the most frequently used keywords by the cases in the
case cluster. In addition, there is a set of attributes as-
sociated with each case cluster; these are the attributes
that are associated with the majority of the cases in the
cluster. By this process, we now have a two-level struc-
ture of a case base, where at the top level the cases are
in fact the case clusters themselves.

3.5. When to Apply the CBSCAN Algorithm?

There are two modes in which one can apply the CB-
SCAN algorithm to perform case clustering. One is to
apply it at every problem solving session. Another is to
apply to a very large case base after a relatively longer
time interval, so that the clustered results are saved
and retrieved during the interval. To clarify, the former
approach can be calledshort-term maintenanceof the
case base, whereas the lattermedium-term.

For short-term case base maintenance, we have ob-
served that if the number of candidate cases is less
than 1000, the clustering time is usually within 10
seconds. Thus, short-term maintenance can be applied
every time during problem solving when the number
of candidate cases is less than 1000.

In contrast, when the case base size is larger than
1000, the clustering method cannot be efficiently ap-
plied every time during real-time problem solving. In
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this case, the CBSCAN algorithm can be applied on a
daily or weekly basis, producing a collection of case
bases. Each case base is one cluster as a result of the
partition. These case bases can be stored on different
machines on a computer network, creating a distributed
case base structure. We are currently evaluating how
best to balance the two maintenance strategies.

4. Phase 2: Information-Guided
Cluster-Retrieval Algorithm

4.1. Overview

In this section we present our second step: retrieve the
most similar case cluster (CC) by an analysis of infor-
mation gains of the attributes (questions). Our method
is summarized as the follows:

• Combine information theory with case cluster re-
trieval to find the attribute that can distinguish the
case clusters the most;
• Deal with the incomplete attribute-value problem;

that is, handling the situation where an attribute may
not have a value for a subset of case clusters. To cover
all case clusters during a retrieval process, adecision
forestinstead of a decision tree is built.

Given a collection of case bases, we want to select a
subset of the attributes to present to the user. A user can
choose among this set of attributes a subset to provide
answers or values with. For example, in a retrieval pro-
cess, a user might be given attributesa1, a2, anda4. The
user might choose to answera1 anda4. These answers
will eliminate a subset of clusters from consideration
and promote another subset as possible candidates. The
system ranks those case clusters that are highly likely to
contain the final result based on the answers and allows
the user to continue browsing into any chosen subsets.
The process continues until a final cluster is identified.
At this point, a simple CBR system can be used on this
case base for case retrieval.

There are several requirements for this process. First,
to ensure coverage, the attributes selected by the re-
trieval algorithm must cover all case clusters. For most
case base applications, not all cases are associated with
all attributes. Therefore, no single attribute may cover
all case clusters. Thus, we must select more than one at-
tribute so that the selected set of attributes will cover all
the case clusters. This induces a decision forest instead
of a decision tree. Second, we still wish the attributes

we present to the user to have the maximal information
value.

Our attribute-selection algorithm is informally de-
scribed as follows. First, for all attributes that are
associated with the case bases, we calculate their
information-gain ratios based on Quinlan’s algorithm.
Then we iteratively select a collection of attributes with
the highest information gain [13] that form a covering
set so that all case bases in a current “candidate set” are
covered. Then we present those attributes in the form
of questions to the user, and obtain values as answers
to the questions.

There are two special requirements for case-based
reasoning in the decision-forest construction process.
First, there is a weight associated with the attribute-
value pair to indicate the importance of using this
attribute-value pair in similarity calculation for cases.
We should include this weight in our computation. Sec-
ond, there are frequently missing values for some at-
tributes. We assume that if an attribute does not have a
value for a certain case cluster, the case-cluster weight
associated with that specific attribute-value is set to
zero. In our computation of information gain values for
attributes, we took both considerations into account.

Consider an example, where there are ten cases in
a case base (see Table 3). The descriptions of cases
are represented by four attributes. In this example, the
ten cases are clustered into five case clusters (Table 4).
The probability distribution of the partition isP =
(1/5, 1/5, 1/5, 1/5, 1/5). The information value of the
partition isInfo(P) = 2.5. The information-gain ratio
for the clusters are listed in Table 5.

In our example, the attribute with the largest
information-gain ratio for all the case clusters is first

Table 3. Example case base for case cluster retrieval.

Case
Case name Attr 1 Attr 2 Attr 3 Attr 4 cluster no.

Case 1 (a,100) (a,100) (a,100) 1

Case 2 (a,100) (a,100) (b,100) 1

Case 3 (a,100) (b,100) (c,100) 2

Case 4 (a,100) (b,100) (d,100) 2

Case 5 (a,50) (d,100) (a,100) 3

Case 6 (a,50) (a,100) (b,100) 3

Case 7 (a,100) (c,100) (a,100) 4

Case 8 (b,100) (d,100) (a,100) 4

Case 9 (b,100) (b,100) 5

Case 10 (b,100) (c,100) 5
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Table 4. Case clusters with their attributes and values.

Case
cluster no. Attr 1 Attr 2 Attr 3 Attr 4

CC 1 (a,100) (a,100) (a,50) (b,50)

CC 2 (a,100) (b,100) (c,50),(d,50)

CC 3 (a,50) (a,50) (d,50) (a,50),(b,50)

CC 4 (a,50),(b,50) (d,50) (c,50) (a,100)

CC 5 (b,100) (b,50),(c,50)

Table 5. Sorted attributes information-gain
ratio for all case clusters.

Attribute Information gain ratio

Attribute 2 8.72

Attribute 4 6.99

Attribute 3 4.15

Attribute 1 0

extracted as the root of a decision forest. The retrieval
system first sorts all the attributes by their information-
gain ratio, as listed in Table 5. As can be seen, attribute
Attr2 has the largest information-gain ratio. It is there-
fore set as the root for the first decision tree in the
decision forest. Before Attr2 is returned to the user, it
is checked whether this attribute covers the remaining
case clusters. From Table 5, we know that Attr2 cov-
ers only clusters 3, 4 and 5, but not clusters 1 and 2.
However, Attr 3 also covers clusters 1 and 2. Therefore,
Attr 2 and Attr 3 are chosen to be presented to the user.

We formalize the above intuitive description of the
attribute selection algorithm in Fig. 4. In this algorithm,

Figure 4. Attribute-selection algorithm.

it is assumed that subroutineInfoGainRatio(aj ,RCC)
returns the information gain ratio of attributeaj on
case clustersRCC, andClusters(aj ) returns a set of
case clusters that attributeaj has an associated value.

5. Experimental Results

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our system, we
have run a series of experiments to evaluate the over-
all system performance. We used an ablation study
to determine whether the two individual components,
the clustering and information-gain question selection
components, are individually useful, and whether their
combination itself outperforms the earlier version of
CaseAdvisor [34]. In this section, we will clarify the
empirical test methodology, and present our test results
using several large data libraries. We also discuss our
results.

For the ablation study, we are interested in compar-
ing all four system configurations in order to isolate the
source of gains in system effectiveness, if any. We run
experiments on the following combinations:

1. With clustering and information gain;
2. With clustering only;
3. With info-gain only; and
4. With neither, using the previous version of

CaseAdvisor.

In our tests, the effectiveness of the system is defined
as theprecisionandinteractive efficiency. In the context
of our system, these concepts can be defined formally.

For each set of data (described below) and experi-
ment we run, we randomly choose a target casec. We
then randomly choose a subsetQc of the attributes of
c and provide them with answers.c is the case we wish
to find in an interactive CBR retrieval process. During
case retrieval for each of the four systems under test-
ing, there is a case listCL and a question listQL at any
moment in time. If no threshold is imposed, the case
list contains a listing of all cases in the case base and
QL all questions that are attributes in the case base. At
each step the remaining question inQc that is the high-
est ranked gets a predefined answer. After that cases
and questions inCL andQL respectively may change
their ranking accordingly. We will call (CL, QL) an
interactive-CBR state, or I-State. Thus, each question-
answering takes the system from one I-State to another.
The experiment loops until all questions inQc are an-
swered. For each experiment, there areQc transitions
of the I-state.
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Figure 5. Experimental process.

For fairness in comparison in the computation of the
locations of questions and cases, we have arranged so
that all cases in the same cluster appear together, and
attributes/questions selected by the information-gain
based system are placed ahead of other questions in
a case-base domain. This arrangement enabled us to
measure the precision and interactive efficiency on a
common metric, with a common number of total ques-
tions and cases.

The experiment for each of the four systems in the
ablation study is run as shown in Fig. 5.

Let N be the number of questions in the case base.
Theninteractive efficiencyis defined as

1−
|Qc|∑
i=1

(l i /N)

If the target casec appears below the top ten rank-
ing, then we define precision as zero. Otherwise, ifc
appears within the top ten highest ranked cases, andj
is the position of the target case in the final step of the
experiment (Fig. 5), then it is

Precision= 1− j/10

This definition corresponds to the requirement that the
user only wishes to see the top ten cases in the final
ranking.

Ideally, we would have wished to use a case base
from a help desk domain to perform our empirical
tests. However, we have only a Cable TV case base
with less than 100 cases C not sufficient to demon-
strate the need and scale-up property of our method.
Thus, we have chosen some data sets from the UCI
Repository of Machine Learning Databases and Do-
main Theories [35] at the University of California at
Irvine. Two data sets are first used for our experiments
(the Thyroid Disease Database and the Mushroom
(agaricus-lepiota) database). In addition, in order to test
the system under the condition that there are missing
values for some attributes, we took the union of two

different databases “Votes” (house-votes-84.data) and
“Soybean” (soybean-large.data) and appended them to-
gether into a single one. Each tuple in the appended
dataset contains the attributes from each of the two
original datasets. This creates a bigger database with
many missing values. For each of the three datasets,
the number of attributes, cases and the percentage of
missing values are shown in Table 6. The percentage of
missing values is the proportion of attribute-value pairs
that have no values out of all attribute-value pairs. In
this table, the number of attributes provides the maxi-
mal range ofQc for the cases.

The test results are shown in Table 7. Each result
is the average of 50 random tests. In this table, “CA”
stands for running CaseAdvisor alone, “Cluster” stands
for running CaseAdvisor with the clustering function
turned on. Under this option a cluster is found through
an interactive process first, then a case is found using
a non-clustering based CBR tool (CaseAdvisor I [34]).
Thus, both cluster retrieval and case selection are fac-
tored in under this option. “Info-Gain” stands for using
CaseAdvisor and Information-Gain Ratio to measure
the ranking of attributes, and finally, “Cl+ Info” stands
for the combined system including both clustering and

Table 6. The three case base domains selected for our experiments.

Percentage of
Case base name # Attributes # Cases missing value

Thyroid disease DB 29 2800 4%

Mushroom (agaricus-lepiota) 22 8124 0%

Votes+ Soybean 12 740 71%

Table 7. The experimental results for the three selected data sets.

CA Cluster Info-Gain Cl+ Info

Thyroid disease DB

Precision 0.0% 0.0% 45.0% 44.0%

Interactive efficiency 55.90% 57.50% 97% 95.60%

Time (CPU seconds) 448.18 4.3 62.3 17.5

Vote+ Soybean

Precision 0.0% 84.8% 86.2% 84.8%

Interactive efficiency 58.20% 52.70% 93% 91%

Time (CPU seconds) 2.04 1.74 15 0.96

Mushroom

Precision 6.00% 83.00% 92.00% 91.80%

Interactive efficiency 58.90% 56.30% 92% 89%

Time (CPU seconds) 5374 29.3 201.7 10.4
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information gain calculation. We report on three key
properties: Precision, Interactive Efficiency and Total
CPU Time.

From the experimental results, one can see the fol-
lowing properties:

• For both precision and interactive efficiency,
CaseAdvisor with information-gain and with both
clustering and information gain are superior in per-
formance than using CaseAdvisor alone. This is true
for all three tests.
• Further, CaseAdvisor with information gain outper-

forms CaseAdvisor with clustering in both preci-
sion and efficiency, but Under-performs the latter
in CPU time. This can be explained by the fact that
using information gain can help build a finer rank-
ing of the questions after each question is answered,
thus raising the ranking of the subsequent questions
higher. However, the calculation of decision forest
takes much time to complete simply because of the
number of attributes and cases under consideration.

Using clustering, which includes first cluster se-
lection and then case retrieval using a non-clustering
based CBR tool, the time for attribute selection is
dramatically reduced because only a few attributes
and case clusters are under consideration.

Figure 6. System architecture of theCaseAdvisor:CaseCluster system.

• Overall, CaseAdvisor with both clustering and deci-
sion forest for attribute selection results in the best
performance in combination of precision, interactive
efficiency and CPU time.

In summary, these preliminarily tests demonstrate the
utility of CaseAdvisor with both clustering and infor-
mation gain calculation.

6. System Design and Overall Interactive Model

The combined system of CBSCAN and CCRe-
trieve, known asCaseAdvisor:CaseCluster has
been implemented in Microsoft Visual C++ (TM).
A system architecture diagram for theCaseAdvi-
sor:CaseCluster system is shown in Fig. 6. An
example clustering result is shown in Fig. 7. As seen in
the figure, a partition is shown in the form of a forest.
The internal node represents the clusters. A case cluster
name is composed of its representative keywords and
their frequencies. The keywords of a case cluster are the
union of the keywords in the cases. If the user double-
clicks a case or case cluster, the detailed information
contained in it will be shown.

After a user enters initial queries, cases are retrieved
and partitioned to form a collection of case clusters.
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Figure 7. Retrieval process interface.

TheCaseAdvisor:CaseCluster system then re-
trieves the most similar case cluster, then it passes
the query to the originalCaseAdvisor system [34]
which performs flat case retrieval in the case cluster.
The flat retrieval tool returns the most similar cases to
the system, which are returned to the user. Figure 7
is the interface to help a user retrieve a case cluster.
The tree on the right side of the window gives the user
a general idea of the partition. When a user first gives a
high level description about the problem in the query-
input text box, the system uses this description to rank
the case clusters which might be similar to the cur-
rent problem description. The scores and the names of
case clusters are listed in descending order by score.
The score in this module shows the relevancy of each
case to the new problem. The higher the score is, the
more relevant the case cluster is.

At each iteration, a user may want to specify addi-
tional characteristics of the new problem. To do this
he can answer questions that are generated by the
CCRetrieve module. The system will select the ques-
tions automatically by the information-gain ratio as
introduced in the last section. This process further re-
duces the search space. Following the questions, the

score of the more relevant case clusters increase. The
user can use the backward and forward arrows in the
menu to modify his answers. When there is only one
case cluster left, the cases in this cluster will be retrieved
by a flat retrieval tool; in this case it isCaseAdvisor
[34].

7. Conclusions and Future Work

The focus of this work is to provide the user with a
powerful interactive tool for managing a very large
case base and to facilitate interactive retrieval. We ac-
complished this task with two novel methods. First, a
new case-base clustering algorithm is developed that
is both efficient and effective in dealing with large
case bases. Second, the clustered case bases are re-
trieved interactively; the questions which correspond
to the attributes are selected using information theory,
and are presented to the user to further narrow down.
If the size of a cluster is relatively small, any simple
CBR retrieval method can be used once a target case
base is found in the second step. If, on the other hand,
the size of a cluster is large, then other methods must
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be applied in finding the target case. This corresponds
to a limitation of our system.

This research has enabled us to generate an improved
CaseAdvisor system. Currently we are conducting
field tests to obtain user feedback in the cable-TV area.
In the future, we will extend this work into a distributed
case-base management system. In this environment, the
input cases are from multiple case bases that are dis-
tributed over the Internet. These case bases may in fact
overlap with each other. Thus, there is a need to orga-
nize a virtual case base space in which the networked
case bases are re-indexed through machine learning
and database techniques. We consider that this direc-
tion represents a major thrust in case-based reasoning
in the future.
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